
This training is one of four modules
that complete the Diploma of Universal
Consciousness. Modules may also be taken
separately for independent accreditation. 
You have two years to complete all modules.

More information available at www.instituteforquantumconsciousness.com

A Career Path in Consciousness

Vibrational Consciousness embraces the philosophy that we each hold within us, incredible wisdom 
that simply needs to be remembered. A facilitator holds this knowing about every client, and 
through a number of different approaches, moves the client into this knowing that either 
transcends the issue they may be experiencing, or sources incredible wisdom that is from that 
moment onward, anchored in the human condition. We simply seek to transcend the lower 
vibrations that keep humanity trapped in the mindsets, beliefs and energy fields of the current day, 
to finally understand that we are so much more than we know. Vibrational Consciousness embraces 
the process of ‘Transcendence’ which accesses new healing frequencies that embrace ancient 
wisdoms and deliver a life of purpose for the facilitator. The intention of the program is to enable 
our participants to expand the consciousness of any client, regardless of their state of readiness for 
deeper work. Every experience offered will be undertaken by all participants in the role of both 
client and facilitator in the supportive energy of seasoned professionals. The four day course covers 
“The Art of Resonance”, “Releasing Emotional/Physical Echoes”, “Exploring the Morphic Field of 
Humanity” and “Transcending Addiction”. This module can be undertaken as a single module, or as 
part of the journey through the Diploma of Universal Consciousness. 

$1495 – Includes morning/afternoon tea, all materials and coaching 
during the 9 month optional certification period.

($400 deposit required, remainder due 2 weeks before)  
(Early Bird of $1295 if paid in full by July 1st, 2019).

Enquiries to quantumconsciousness@outlook.com
or Melina 0424 584 242

This training will be held at the Kangaroo Ground Centre,
25 Donaldson Road, Kangaroo Ground. (Near Warrandyte) 

This beautiful mud brick building holds a unique energy, that enriches 
and deepens the experience of our time together.

The training will be led by Peter Smith, Jane Jacobs and Melina Paisio. Peter is the 
Founder of the Institute for Quantum Consciousness and author of “Quantum 
Consciousness, Journey through other realms”.  He is Director of The Newton Legacy 
for The Michael Newton Institute in the USA, creator of the Hypnoenergetics® modality
and has trained Quantum and Universal Consciousness Facilitators globally.  

Accredited by IEHA
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